
1. INTRODUCTION

Software development is now seen as a critical engineering activity in society. 

As a software project grows in size and complexity, it can fail due to defects. 

The motivation behind this study was to see if there is an advantage in a Test-

First (TFD) over a Test-Last (TLD) approach to Test Driven Development 

(TDD), as there are both critics and advocates for this methodology. Three 

questions are asked: Does TDD require more significant Effort (Time), does 

TDD improve code Quality and does TDD increase programmer Productivity? 

It was found that it does not, and with a decrease in Productivity.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

• A Quasi-experiment was conducted with a control group (figure 1) and

experiment group (figure 2) software application [1], with the author as the

subject.

• A physical Timer was used to record application development time.

• The independent variables of average Time and number of passed/failed tests were

recorded.

• Three null Hypotheses were tested: if greater errors fixed resulted in better

External code Quality, if greater development Time resulted in greater

Productivity and if more Tests resulted in greater Effort.
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4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Object Oriented Analysis and Design was

followed to create:

• Functional and Non-functional User Stories.

• UML Class Diagrams for Object Oriented

design

• UML Activity Diagram for the game logic.

Two 2D games: Tetris and Rover were written

using Typescript. Unit Test Cases were written in

separate files.

Jest Testing framework was used to generate test

and coverage reports from the Test cases.
2. AIM AND OBJECTIVES

The Aim of the study is to research the worthiness of implementing a Test-

Driven approach to developing software in terms of average Time and the 

number of errors generated. The objectives are:

A. To evaluate existing research in TDD to determine the theoretical 

effectiveness of this approach and the metrics for measuring the performance 

of software testing.

B. To compare and contrast the Test-Last and TDD approaches by constructing 

applications to measure the efficiency of each approach.

C. To critically evaluate the benefits of software Time (Effort), Quality and 

Productivity in TDD, through statistical analysis of sample data, obtained 

through application development.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Aim and Objectives of the project were met. T-Tests were used on the data samples to produce the results.,

which were then generated into Histograms using Jupyter Notebook.

1. The average Tests cases (Effort) were similar with 55 and 63 respectively (figure 3).

2. The average Quality metric was similar between the TDD and TLD groups (figure 4).

3. Productivity was 25% worse under TDD, as the t-statistics|<t-critical, so the null Hypothesis was rejected (figure

5).

4. An Observation was made that TDD increased test coverage .

There following recommendations can help create a better experiment in future:

• Have a larger control and experiment group based on a true experiment design. Subjects should be randomised 

into a Test-First and Test-Last group. 

• Tests can be split into Unit Tests, Functional Tests and Integration Tests between a Test-First and Test-Last group 

[2].

• Set the experiment in a laboratory environment to provide a higher level of control [3].

• Triangulate the research combining qualitative and quantitative sample data, for a more extensive study, as 

conducted in the PanEur [4] and Erdogmus [2] studies. Questionnaires can be used by research subjects before 

and after a study. These should include subjective questions regarding TDD and also participant skill levels.

• Evaluate the effect on Productivity over a longer period of Time.
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Figure 1 – Control group application.

Figure 2 – Experiment group application. 
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